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The symposium “1ST International symposium on cultural heritage preservation

& restoration using advanced technology” focuses on the use and advancement

of Information and communications technology ICT approaches and tools to

support the preservation, restoration and disaster monitoring of cultural heritage.

The symposium is a dissemination event of the JRDCH project “Planning of

International Joint Research to Develop disaster prevention and response

technology for Cultural Heritage disaster using ICT technology”, funded by the

National Research Council of Science & Technology, NST of South Korea.

The JRDCH project team, coordinated by the Korean Electronics and

Telecommunications Research Institute, ETRI, includes different partners from

Korea and Europe that will be represented at the symposium, namely: Korean

National Research Institute of Cultural Heritage, NRICH; Italian National

Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development,

ENEA; University College London, UCL; Italian National Research Council, CNR.

Further to the JRDCH project partners, other research institutes researching in

the field of cultural heritage preservation, through different perspectives, are

represented at the symposium, namely: Korea Culture & Tourism Institute,

KCTI, South Korea; Korea National University of Cultural Heritage, NUCH,

South Korea; Italian National Institute of Geophysics and Volcanology, INGV.

The symposium is an opportunity for discussion and exchange of know-how

among various research institutes of several countries world-wide towards the

exploitation and further development of ICT technologies and tools in the in

the field of cultural heritage preservation, restoration and resilience to natural

hazards. The event is also an opportunity for establishing new relationships

and synergies and for strengthening existing ones towards future collaborative

projects, within and beyond Korea and Europe.

The symposium is organised by ETRI and the ENEA
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The “International symposium on cultural heritage preservation & restoration using
advanced technology” aimed at providing an overview on the use and advancement of
Information and communications technology ICT approaches and tools to support the
preservation, restoration and disaster monitoring of cultural heritage.

Cultural Heritage plays a primary role in community life and well-being: “Cultural heritage is
our bond with the past come to life in the present. It shapes our thinking and identity, our
environment and the places we live in…cultural heritage is unique and diverse - it awakens
curiosity, stimulates creativity and is an unlimited source of inspiration for every aspect of
our lives. It builds bridges between people and communities” .

Resilience of Cultural Heritage should be pursued both in business as usual and adverse
times. Risks affecting cultural heritage encompass sudden and catastrophic events (such
as major earthquakes, floods, fires, and armed conflict) as well as gradual and cumulative
processes (such as chemical, physical, or biological degradation).

Fortunately, technological change gives us unprecedented opportunities for preserving and
sharing cultural heritage. The “International symposium on cultural heritage preservation &
restoration using advanced technology” has been an opportunity for an international
discussion and exchange of know-how towards the exploitation and further development of
ICT technologies and tools in the in the field of cultural heritage preservation, restoration
and resilience to catastrophic events and degradation processes.

The presentation of the speakers contributed the most recent scientific knowledge and
know-how in different fields including:

Foreword 

- innovative decision support platforms and IoT-based sensor monitoring systems to allow for a
continuous monitoring of cultural heritage in support of informed, rapid and effective decision
making processes for managing emergencies as well as for setting mitigation and resilience
enhancement strategies (see presentations from Dr. Vittorio Rosato - ENEA, Italy & Dr. Sang-
Yun Lee, ETRI - South Korea);

- virtual reality applications for site managers and maintenance technicians at remote sites based
on user requirement analysis (see presentation from Prof. Jongwook Lee - NUCH, South
Korea);

- advanced scientific and technical research approaches underpinning the daily care and
protection of heritage (see presentation from Prof. Dina D'Ayala - UCL, UK);

- ad-hoc standards and guidelines for supporting disaster management and risk mitigation of
cultural heritage (see presentation from Dr. Sang-Sun Jo, NRICH - South Korea);

- ad-hoc metadata and relational database for organizing cultural heritage management
information, distributed in various sources, thus allowing for multi-scale and multi-temporal
analysis and for the sharing of information among multiple organisations and stakeholders (see
presentations from Dr. Musacchio M., Dr. Costanzo A., Dr. Buongiorno M.F. – INGV, Italy &
Prof. Jongwook Lee - NUCH, South Korea);

- innovative and extended concept of the ICT role in cultural heritage protection that goes
beyond supporting its physical preservation or restoration, allowing to reproduce the important
cognitive and social construct and meanings of cultural heritage in digital environments,
through smart, fully digitized and integrated representations (see presentations from Dr.
Serena Tagliacozzo - CNR, Italy & Mrs. Hyun-kyung Kim - KCTI, South Korea).
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Francesco Canganella, Ph.D

Graduated in Biological Sciences at the University of Roma La Sapienza on May, 27th 1985 (110/110 cum laude)
defending the thesis "Atoxic mutants of Cholerae toxin" with the supervision of Dr. P. A. Battaglia (National Institute
of Health) and Prof. P. Donini (University of Roma La Sapienza). Ph.D. in Microbial Ecology at the University of
Bologna (1992), discussing an experimental thesis on “Thermophilic archaebacteria isolated from the Guaymas
hydrothermal vent site”.

Faculty staff member as a Research Assistant at the University of Tuscia since December 1990. On October 1st,
2000 he was appointed at the University of Tuscia as Associate Professor in General Microbiology. On March 1st,
2005 he was appointed at the University of Tuscia as Full Professor in Agricultural and Environmental Microbiology.
On July 2013 he was appointed as Science and Technology Counsellor by the Italian Embassy in Seoul. He is
member of the American Society of Microbiology since 1990.

Teaching activities regard undergraduate courses (Agricultural microbiology, Food microbiology, Microbiology applied
to cultural heritage) and graduate courses (Microbiological control in the food chain).

The research activity performed by Prof. Canganella is summarized by 190 scientific papers as 118 works presented
at congresses and 72 papers published on scientific journals or books chapters. The topics of such bibliographic
production regard mainly general and applied microbiology, biotechnology, food microbiology, probiotics, microbial
ecology, extremophiles, and space microbiology.

Scientific Attaché at the Italian Embassy in Seoul and Full Professor at University of Tuscia, Italy

Yeon Kim

Currently Yeon Kim is working as First Secretary and the Scientific Attaché at the Embassy of the Republic of
Korea to the Kingdom of Belgium and the Mission to the European Union. Before this current position, she was
the director of the Research & Development Budget Coordination in the field of Biotechnology and Basic research
division in the Ministry of Science and ICT in Korea.

She has worked on a wide range of governmental tasks in the field of Science and Technology including
establishing research policies, implementing the feasibility studies of national R&D programs.

First Secretary & Scientific Attaché at the Embassy of the Republic of Korea to the Kingdom of
Belgium and the Mission to the European Union

Maia KIM, Ph.D

Maia Kim is a principal researcher on Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI) since 1994. She
studied in Political Sciences at Yonsei University in Seoul, Korea for her undergraduate studies, and received Master’s
degree and PhD and in International Business Administration at Chungnam National University, where she had worked as
Adjunct Professor between 2006 and 2009 teaching international business strategy and technology management. Her
research activities and interests focus on international business management strategy and R&D cooperation, including
technology standardization strategies and IPR management, on which she received the Best Paper Award of
Telecommunications Standardization in 2005.

She was a Managing Editor of the high-quality research publication of ETRI, ETRI Journal, between 2009 and 2016.
Since early 2020 she works in Korea-EU Research Center (KERC) located in Brussels as an Expat from ETRI and also
as an EU designated National Contact Point (NCP) of Korea to enhance research collaborations between Korea and
European countries in the field of ICT technologies.

Principal researcher at ETRI and ETRI expat at Korea-EU Research Center (KERC) and EU designated
National Contact Point (NCP)

Sonia Giovinazzi, Ph.D

Sonia Giovinazzi is a researcher at ENEA the Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and
Sustainable Economic Development. Since 2016 she is Adjunct Professor at Sapienza University of Rome. In 2019
she was granted the qualification of Associate Professor in Civil Engineering, by the Italian Ministry of Education,
University and Research.

Sonia’s expertise and research interests focus on risk mitigation and management and post-disaster resilient
recovery for infrastructure systems and communities. Following the 2010- 2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence,
in New Zealand, Sonia had an extensive on-the ground experience in supporting disaster response. She is
currently leading for ENEA the work-package Impact & Risk Assessment for the European funded project ARCH,
“Advancing Resilience of Historic Areas against Climate-related and other hazards”.

Sonia received her Laurea degree, in Civil Engineering at the University of Genoa and her Ph.D. in Risk
Management of Natural and Anthropogenic Hazards on the Built Environment at the Technical University of
Braunschweig (Germany), and University of Florence (Italy). She has been Senior Research Fellow at the
University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand where she worked from 2007 to 2016.

Researcher at ENEA and Adjunct Professor at Sapienza University of Rome
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KIM, Hyun-Kyung 

Korea Culture and Tourism Institute, Seoul 

(Korea)
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1.1. 
Jinju National 
Museum 

• The Jinju National Museum, which opened its 
doors in 1984 as the first national museum in 
Gyeongsangnam-do Province, is located in the area 
enclosed by the wall of the Jinjuseong Fortress 
(Historic Site No. 118) which was where one of the 
biggest battles occurred during the Imjin War 
(Japanese invasions of Korea, 1592~1598). 

• Initially, the museum served to introduce the 
history and culture of Gaya, an ancient state that 
had flourished in the Gyeongsangnam-do area, but 
in 1998, it was transformed into a museum 
specializing in the Imjin War with exhibitions 
focusing on the Imjin War in addition to the history 
and culture of the western region of 
Gyeongsangnam-do Province. 

• The Jinju National Museum engages in a wide 
range of activities from building its collection and 
conducting research and surveys to holding 
exhibitions and education programs, with the aim 
of preserving and introducing the valuable cultural 
heritage concerning the Imjin War and the 
Gyeongsangnam-do area. 

3

1.2. Location

• The Jinju National Museum located 
inside the Jinjuseong Fortress wall located 
near the Namgang River in Jinju required 
a carefully thought out design that took 
the fortress into consideration. 

• Therefore, it was designed to be 
lower than the surrounding terrains and 
the roof and other structural members 
were segmented to avoid giving a massive, 
overwhelming appearance, while 
pearlstone was used as the main material 
for the joining areas so that it would 
appear to be in harmony with the 
surrounding landscape. Inside the building, 
visitors are funneled into the second floor 
from two halls and brought on to the first 
floor

Museum

Jinjuseong Fortress wall Area 
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1.3. Museum Relocation 
from 2020 to 2025

• Raise the need for relocation to secure the safety of the 
collection and overcome restrictions on the provision of 
services (`06.~'15) of the National Jinju Museum located 
within the National Historic Site (Jinjuseong Fortress)
- Issues related to fire prevention, such as the inability of 
special fire-fighting vehicles to enter Jinju Castle, are 
raised.
- Need to expand museum space to secure water storage 
and preservation facilities is emerging

• In addition, the museum relocation plan was decided to 
restore the historicity of Jinju Castle and preserve the 
unique nature of the site.

• Promotion of the relocation of the Jinju National 
Museum in connection with the project to create a 
complex cultural park around ancient Jinju Station (the 
goal of completion in 2025).
- Agreement on the relocation of the Jinju National 
Museum to the site of Jinju City and Jinju Station 
(formerly 245-224 Gangnam-dong) (`April to May, 19).
- National Museum of Korea - Signing a business 
agreement between Jinju City and Jinju City (`June 19) for 
the relocation of the National Jinju Museum

1.4. Museum Renovation  
towards 21st museum 

• With the relocation of the museum, the museum can be 
reborn as a smart museum that can show a new type of 
museum in the 21st century.

• The museum's main functions (conservation, research ,
survey, exhibition, education, and community activities) can 
be strengthened by utilizing smart technology such as AI, ICT, 
etc.

• In other words, maximizing the convenience and service 
of visitors, and presenting the basic direction of the smart 
museum's operation and construction system that enables 
efficient museum operation are another goal of the museum 
relocation plan.

• Museum have a duty of care to educate people and 
preserve objects for future generations. They also need to 
ensure that all sections of the community are able to
explore their rich cultural heritage – virtually or physically –
support literacy and access to knowledge and help prevent a 
digital divide. 
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3.1.  Literacy Review: Smart Museum

8

• It refers to a museum that provides intelligent services to personalize 
visitors' experiences throughout the working environment, viewing 
environment, collection management environment, and program 
operating environment through ICT application throughout the 
museum's functions.

• It is important for visitors as well as potential audiences to 
participate in the online & on-site platform.

SMART
MUSEUM 
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3.2. Museum, Digital museum & Smart Museum 

• Digital Museum: Concepts 
focused on online and offline 
usage methods. Becoming
Smart museum, the museum
should be digitalized. As an 
early concept, there are 
virtual museums, cyber 
museums, and development 
into ubiquitous museums, etc.

• Smart Museum: Like a digital 
museum in terms of actively 
introducing digital technology 
into museum operations. 
However, it means much 
wider than the digital museum. 
In addition to the online area, 
the overall operation of the 
museum at the site includes 
operational efficiency through 
technical use.

•

•
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3.1. Digital strategy for Jinju National Museum as Smart museum 

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

11

3.2. Construction Goal

12

Operating 
Environment 

with Digital Twin

Ongoing
During 

relocation of 
museum  

Preparation
during

Pre-operation
period

After 
Stabilization 
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3.3. Digital System alignment example  

13

Engagement 
:Commerce system

Engagement: 
public web  system

Engagement/Scholar: 
collection info & 
research system

The Smart Museum embeds technology into its fabric across 
every area, from energy efficiency, security systems and 
facilities management, through to customer experience. 

Int also needs to be flexible as museum building serve many 
different functions – from storage, exhibitions and theatre 
conservation to preservation work and leisure space. 

Work smarter: 
Operations systems & 
interface

ref. Museum of Cleveland Museum of Art

3.4.1. Digital Dashboard

• (Operation background) In the case of the Jinju 
National Museum, it is difficult to measure 
operational effects due to lack of related data, 
such as visitor information data. The Smart 
Museum operates around service-based data from 
visitors and operators. By accumulating and 
visualizing these data, we want to lay the 
foundation for the smart museum's system.

• (Operation Contents) Establish a digital dashboard 
that data visitors' data and the results of museum 
programs and accumulate them so that insiders 
can quickly refer to museum information and 
immediately reflect it in operation. The data covers 
everything from visitor information to museum 
building operations, information about the current 
state of the collection, and so on.

• (Expecting Effect) Quantifying the performance of 
operation of the National Museum through 
dashboard operation Securing operational 
transparency (information disclosure) Efficiency 
of operation management Establishment of 
comprehensive data Establishment of big data-
based services

14
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3.4.2. Interactive Digital 
collection platform

• (Operation background) The Jinju National 
Museum is a general museum in western South 
Gyeongsang Province and a specialized museum for 
the Japanese Invasion of Korea in 1592. Compared 
to the diverse and large collections, the museum 
has limited space to display them simultaneously. 
Limits the knowledge and experience of limited 
artifacts.

• (Operational contents) Conversion of 
collections to digital contents and interactive 
devices allow users to experience both online 
contents and actual exhibits in permanent 
exhibition halls.

• (Expecting Effect) Overcoming the physical 
limitations of the number of collections that can be 
installed in the exhibition space Differential 
access to the exhibits Connected online and 
offline to maximize the viewer's experience

3.4.3. AR+AI 
Exhibition item 

• (Operational backgroundThe Jinju 
National Museum has many war archives. 
Unlike paintings and ceramics, it is 
important to understand what the records 
contain. However, it is not easy for visitors 
to grasp the contents because it is 
displayed inside the display case.
• (Operation details) An image using 3D 
technology is produced and implemented 
as AR so that at least two to three data 
can be understood together in one 
collection. In order to supplement the 
situation in which these records are 
displayed in the display case, various 
educational contents that can explain the 
archive can be experienced 
simultaneously in the exhibition hall 
through AR technology.
• (Expecting Effect) In addition to two-
dimensional/unilateral visual information 
on exhibits by applying AR technology, 
threedimensional/simultaneous/interchan
geable information and knowledge can be 
provided in virtual and real-world spaces 

Communist exhibition experience 
Able to acquire a variety of information 
Museum digital contents can be 

accumulated and utilized late
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3.4.4. Operating Environment with Digital Twin

• (Operation background) Compared to the large 
number of Joseon Dynasty military artifacts (ships, 
flowerpots, etc.) in the collection of the National 
Jinju Museum, the exhibition of large relics is not 
displayed to visitors due to its lack of condition 
management.
In addition, large-scale flower vases after the mid-
Joseon period are housed in the storage area of the 
National Museum of Korea, but due to the space 
cooperative, it is difficult to expand the collection 
through rental and temporary transfer.

• (Operation details) Attach the sensor to the 
actual object so that the condition can be measured. 
Based on the information obtained from the sensor, 
the '3D twin' of the artifact is implemented to 
manage and simulate this twin model. In terms of 
building operation and relics preservation 
management, sensors can automatically detect 
changes in light from temperature and humidity to 
effective relics management.

• (Expected Effect) In case of applying digital twin 
in the management of relics, it is possible to 
eliminate difficulties in direct management of large-
scale artifacts, reduce personnel and budget, check 
the status of relics, maximize efficiency of 
preservation management, and secure management 
of internal and external museum relics.

• (Operation 
number of Jose
flowerpots, etc.
Jinju Museum, t
displayed to vis
management.
In addition, larg
Joseon period a
National Museu
cooperative, it i
through rental a

• (Operation 
actual object so
Based on the in
the '3D twin' of
manage and sim
building operat
management, s
changes in light
effective relics m

• (Expected E
in the managem
eliminate difficu
scale artifacts, r
the status of re
preservation ma
of internal and e
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“Museum preserve, protect and promote one of the few irreplaceable cultural 
asset: the nation’s collective memory, knowledge and history. Preserving our 

heritage through museums is a fundamental aspect of maintaining a healthy and 
prosperous civil society.”

- National Museum Director’s Council, Museum’s Matter report UK 2015

“New technologies allow the Enlightenment ideal to be given a quite new reality. It 
should be possible to make the collection accessible, explorable and enjoyable, 

not just for those who visit, but to everybody with a computer or a mobile device. 
It can become the private collection of the whole world.”

-Towards 2020: The British Museum Strategy
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KIM, Hyun-kyung
KIM, Hyun-kyung received Maîtres Degree in Art History from the University of Paris
Sorbonne (Paris Ⅳ) and the Diplome of Museology in L’Ecole du Louvre in France (2007).

She is currently researcher of Korea Culture and Tourism Institute, which is a national policy
research Institute, affiliated with Korea Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism.

Her current research activities are focused on Museum policy in Korea. She has been
working in the fields of Museology and promotion of Cultural heritage. She is now working
on Master plan for the Smart museum project for National Museum of Jinju in Korea.

KIM, Hyun-Kyung 

Korea Culture and Tourism Institute, Seoul (Korea)

khk@kcti.re.kr

1. RYOO, Jeung-Ah. KIM, Hyun-Kyung, A Study on Improvement of System for Museum in Smart
Convergence, 2016, Korea Culture and Tourism Institute

2. KIM, Hyun-Kyung, A Study on Policy for the enhancement of Social role of Korean Museums,
2017, Korea Culture and Tourism Institute

Selected publications

We are living in a digital society. Knowledge development, information storage, education and
entertainment will be fully digitized and integrated. The users and managers of knowledge and
information will make extremely flexible use of these new methods: formal and informal
systems/platforms will reinforce each other, and cross-media applications will be widely
available. It is evident that this trend will be of great relevance to the museological sector.

Due to the rapid developments in new media, which directly affect the value of museums,
processes and products, digitization rates highly on the relevance axis. In addition to their role as
real-time institutions, museums will also be able to profile themselves in the digital domain with
the same exhibits but a new, interactive product range. The new digital media create a
permanent demand for content. Museums and other heritage institutions manage content that
will be intriguing to the younger generations, such as analogue, authentic, and unique collection.
This means that employees and resources that are now primarily used for product development
in time and location-bound presentations/productions will have to be spread across new
product combinations.

In this context the Smart Museum project for National Museum of Jinju in Korea, supporting by
the group of National Museum in Korea, it challenges a experimentation of digitization for
museums.

National Museum of Jinju is one of the National Museum of Korea, which opened its doors in
1984 as the first national museum in Gyeongsangnam-do Province. The museum is specialized
in the Imjin War, so called Japanese invasions of Korea a 7-year war in East Asia (1592~1598,
which contains 16s century the weapons of Korea, China, and Japan.

With abundant collections and contents for theme of War, Jinju museum has its potential to
applicate digital representation. We expect that this project could be showing the new
opportunity for 21st century museum and result in new process that must be developed and
implemented in museological organization and other heritage institutions.

The Lecture will overview the above-mentioned process of this project and describe the current
state of the project and its challenge.

When Cultural heritage meet ICT in the Museum:

Smart Museum project regarding Jinju National Museum in Korea
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Vittorio Rosato
ENEA , Laboratory for Analysis and Protection of Critical Infrastructure
EISAC.it, European Infrastructure Simulation and Analysis Centre, Italian Node
Roma

Enhancing Resilience of Cultural Heritage Districts
through ordinary-time strategies

1st Int’l Symposium on Cultural Heritage Preservation and Restoration using Advanced Technology
Virtual Meeting, September 23, 2020 

Summary

2

�Building up Resilience
�Actions in “ordinary times”
�Decision Support Systems for “operational”

support
�CIPCast: main features
�Conclusions and the EISAC initiative

1st Int’l Symposium on Cultural Heritage Preservation and Restoration using Advanced Technology 
September 23, 2020 
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Building up Resilience

3

Resilience : The ability of a system, community or society exposed to hazards
to resist, absorb, accommodate to and recover from the effects of a hazard in a
timely and efficient manner, including through the preservation and restoration
of its essential basic structures and functions (UNDRR).

1st Int’l Symposium on Cultural Heritage Preservation and Restoration using Advanced Technology 
September 23, 2020 

How can we measure the
Resilience of a “system” ?

A
R ≈ 1/A
Larger A, lower R

Building up Resilience

4

Q(t) is some “Quality” of the system which might span from
- Provided Services (if the system supply service to someone)
- Accessibility and Usability (if the system is a place)
- Casualties (if the system is a community of people)
- …….

But also the combination of all these.

Resilience is thus a complex property of a system which can either encompass
specific properties or could be extended to the sum of many, interdependent,
properties of the system

1st Int’l Symposium on Cultural Heritage Preservation and Restoration using Advanced Technology 
September 23, 2020 
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Actions at “ordinary” times

51st Int’l Symposium on Cultural Heritage Preservation and Restoration using Advanced Technology 
September 23, 2020 

The slope and the 
minimum depend on 

preparedness

The  ascent depends on 
emergency management 
quality but it is also related to 
preparatory actions (higher the 
minimum, faster and easier the 
recovery)

Ordinary times operational (24/7) activities

Actions at “ordinary” times

61st Int’l Symposium on Cultural Heritage Preservation and Restoration using Advanced Technology 
September 23, 2020 

During ordinary times we could: 
- Observe and monitor the events
- Predict perturbations, their extent, their potential impact on places, assets, people life
- Alert operators and emergency managers
- Provide clues to perform preparedness actions
- Share information to all emergency players so to deploy actions driven by a coherent 

scenario knowledge
- Adopt measures which can achieve the “global” optimum rather  the “optimum” of a 

single asset.
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Decision Support System for operational
support

71st Int’l Symposium on Cultural Heritage Preservation and Restoration using Advanced Technology 
September 23, 2020 

Needs:
- Asset monitoring (field and remote sensors)
- Operational risk analysis (combining static and dynamic data)
- Fast scenario building and simulation (i.e. what-if )
- Use citizen as a sensor (i.e. collaborative surveillance)
- Multi-hazard and multi-dimensional monitoring (i.e. assets, 

infrastructure and people)
- Coherent and synchronous information sharing between ALL

players of Emergency Management 

CIPCast: main features

8

CIPCast is a  web-based DSS allowing to perform a “global deep operational risk
analysis” on a given territory

• Global = encompassing territory, assets, infrastructures, citizens
• Deep = explore in-depth the consequences of an event
• Operational = 24/7
• Risk analysis = estimating the value at current time of the risk (P x V x I) on 

territory, assets, infrastructure and citizens for the different elements, attempting to 
estimate Impacts (I) related to dependency effects among these elements

1st Int’l Symposium on Cultural Heritage Preservation and Restoration using Advanced Technology 
September 23, 2020 
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CIPCast: main features

9

Persistence Layer
.

  B1- Monitoring of 
Natural phenomena

B2 - Prediction of  
Natural disasters 

and Event Detection

B3 - Prediction of 
physical harm 

scenarios

B4 - Estimation of 
impacts and 

consequences

B5 - Support of 
efficient strategies 
for crisis scenarios

Risk Assessment 
Workflow Manager

Information Sharing 
and Collaboration 

Module

Service Manager

GIS 
Interface

Impact 
Reporting 
Interface

Consequence 
Reporting 
Interface

Simulation Manager

Security

Data Access Manager

P(E,I)
P(E,I | D)

P(D | SI)

C(SI)

Probability of 
occurrence of 
the event

Expected damage 
due to assets 
vulnerabilities

Deep 
analysis of 
Impacts 

Optimization of 
recovery 
strategies

1st Int’l Symposium on Cultural Heritage Preservation and Restoration using Advanced Technology 
September 23, 2020 

CIPCast: main features

10

CIPCast integrates (and correlates) “static “ data  (i.e. risk data, geological data etc.) with 
“dynamic” data (i.e. event forecast produced by models, nowcasting, earth observation 
etc.) in a way to produce a constantly updated assessment of the field scenario.

CIPCast predicts the location of the infrastructures with high probability of being disrupted 
or perturbed

CIPCast predicts the degradation level of services induced by the expected damages. In 
case of relevant event, it also predicts assets disruptions, casualties among citizens etc.

In case of Earthquake, CIPCast predicts the scenario to be expected after a few minutes 
from the event occurrence

1st Int’l Symposium on Cultural Heritage Preservation and Restoration using Advanced Technology 
September 23, 2020 
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CIPCast: “static” data

11

Area containing a “critical” 
pipeline
example of Static data
• Seismic risk (prob. Of 

exceeding 2%, 5%, 10% in 50 
years)

• Seismogenetic data source;
• Landslide propensity;
• Italian landslide inventory
• Hydraulic risk;
• Vs30 map (average velovity of 

shear waves in the 30mt inner
shell)

• Digital Elevation Model 2x2 mt
• Slope with 2x2 mt spatial

accuracy

1st Int’l Symposium on Cultural Heritage Preservation and Restoration using Advanced Technology 
September 23, 2020 

CIPCast: “dynamic” data

Weather forecast, nowcast and operational flooding risk

121st Int’l Symposium on Cultural Heritage Preservation and Restoration using Advanced Technology 
September 23, 2020 
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13

Estimate of the blackout extension in a urban area (Rome) 
subsequent to a relevant (200Y return time) flooding of Tevere river

CIPCast: Deep operational risk analysis

1st Int’l Symposium on Cultural Heritage Preservation and Restoration using Advanced Technology 
September 23, 2020 

14

CIPCast: Use of observational data

Rubble 
estimate in 
Amatrice
after 2016 
earthquake

1st Int’l Symposium on Cultural Heritage Preservation and Restoration using Advanced Technology 
September 23, 2020 
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15

CIPCast: Use of simulation scenario

15

GMPE e Damage assessment

Damages estimated through: 

Vs30 value for each site

1st Int’l Symposium on Cultural Heritage Preservation and Restoration using Advanced Technology 
September 23, 2020 

16

CIPCast: Use of simulation data

1st Int’l Symposium on Cultural Heritage Preservation and Restoration using Advanced Technology 
September 23, 2020 

Map of expected damages on CH assets in a seismic area of Centre Italy
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EISAC initiative
EISAC will be a federation of
Competence Centres
• To supply technical means,

expertises, tools to support
Operators to better manage
their assets

• With technologies enabling
their interaction in case of
transnational crises

• To provide support during
local or national-wide crises

EISAC.it has been initially set
up through an ENEA-INGV
Program Agreement

171st Int’l Symposium on Cultural Heritage Preservation and Restoration using Advanced Technology 
September 23, 2020 

Vittorio Rosato
ENEA 

Laboratory for the Analysis and 
Protection of Critical Infrastructure

and
European Infrastructire Simulation
and Analysis Centre, Italian Node

1st Int’l Symposium on Cultural Heritage Preservation and Restoration using Advanced Technology 
September 23, 2020 

vittorio.rosato@enea.it
info@eisac.it
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Vittorio ROSATO Ph.D
Vittorio Rosato received the Laurea degree in Physics from the University of Pisa (1979) and a
Ph.D. in Physics from the University of Nancy (1986). He is currently Head of the ENEA
Laboratory of Technological and Computing Infrastructure, President of the Industrial Spin-Off
Commission of ENEA. He acts as supervisor and project evaluator for the Italian Ministry of
University and Research, and that of Economic Development and in the Scientific Boards of
several Italian Regions. He is also the project’s referee for the European Union. He has been
Coordinator of several national projects and responsible of ENEA’s activity in several EU-funded
projects. He is co-founder of the Ylichron Srl company. He is author of more than 100 scientific
papers on peer reviewed journals; he acts as referee for high-IF journals (Physical Review and
Physical Review Letters, Europhysics Letters etc.).

Vittorio ROSATO

ENEA Dept. Energy Technologies and EISAC.it

Casaccia Research Centre, Roma (Italy)

vittorio.rosato@enea.it

1. V.Rosato, S. Bologna, F. Tiriticco Topological properties of high-voltage electrical
transmission networks, Electr. Pow. Syst. Res. 77 (2007) 99

2. R. Setola, V. Rosato, E. Kyriakides, E. Rome (eds), “Managing the Complexity of Critical
Infrastructures”, Studies in Systems, Decision and Control vol. 90, Springer 2017

3. A. Di Pietro, L. Lavalle, L. La Porta, M. Pollino, A. Tofani and V. Rosato, Design of DSS for
Supporting Preparedness to and Management of Anomalous Situations in Complex
Scenarios in “Managing the Complexity of Critical Infrastructures”, Studies in Systems,
Decision and Control vol. 90, Springer 2017 pag.195

4. A. Tofani, G. D’Agostino, A. Di Pietro, G. Onori, M. Pollino, S. Alessandroni, V.Rosato,
Operational Resilience Metrics for a Complex Electrical Network, in Critical Information
Infrastructure Security CRITIS 2017, G. D’Agostino and A. Scala (eds), Lecture Notes in
Computer Science 10707 Springer, Cham (2018)

5. A. Di Pietro, G. D'Agostino, L. La Porta, L. Lavalle, M. Pollino, V. Rosato and A. Tofani,
Simulation of cascading outages in (inter)-dependent services and estimate of their societal
consequences, CRITIS 2016, Paris October 10-12, 2016 (Lectures Notes in Computer
Science, Springer 2017)

Selected publications

Preparedness is a key issue for improving Resilience. This could be achieved by a continuous
(i.e. operational 24/7) monitoring and a continuous risk analysis of areas where relevant cultural
heritage assets are located. Risk analysis should be “multi-hazards”, by accounting all possible
sources of external perturbations and by a prediction of the state of risk of critical infrastructure
in the area (electrical and telecommunication networks, water and gas pipelines etc.) as they
provide primary services to CH assets (which could also be hit by their unavailability).

The ARCH project is customizing a Decision Support System CIPCast to provide such a
continuous monitoring and risk analysis of CH-rich areas by operationally supplying data and
information to Emergency Manager prior to the event, in a way to improve the quality and the
efficacy of preparedness actions. Unpredictable earthquake are also considered by providing
scenario simulation of the area (under different circumstances) enabling the design of educated
emergency plans.

Enhancing Resilience of Cultural Heritage Districts through ordinary times strategies
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Standards and Measures for Assessing Risk of Disasters 
on Cultural Heritage in Korea

1. Introduction

2. Disaster Risk Map : Earthquake, Flood, Landslide, Wildfire

3. Earthquake Response System

4. Stability Standard on Structural Deformation &

Cloud-Based Automatic Monitoring : Stability Management System

5. Manual for Structural Stability Diagnosis & Guideline for Disaster Mitigation

6. Suggestion and Discussion

2
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1. Introduction

3

2. Disaster Risk Map 

: Earthquake, Flood, Landslide, Wildfire

� Improving the ability to respond to disasters of cultural heritages by analyzing the disaster 
environment based on the evaluation of the risk

� Pre-response to disaster damage by identifying risk factors for cultural heritages and the 
surrounding environment

� Contributions to prevent and mitigate damage to cultural assets in advance to disasters 
such as earthquakes, storm and flood, landslides, and fires.

Purpose

4
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� Pre-survey of the history of disaster damage to the cultural heritage
- Review of disaster history records where cultural heritage is located
- Review of the history of disaster damage of cultural heritage

� Investigation & Analysis of the disaster environment of the cultural heritage
: By utilizing existing analyzed data from relevant departments for each disaster

� Earthquake: Earthquake zone (I, II) [National Earthquake Risk Map]
� Flood: Flood risk rating (grade 1 to 3) [National Water Management System, the Ministry of Environment]
� Landslide: Landslide risk rating (grade 1 to 5) [Landslide Information System, the Ministry of Forest]
� Forest fire: National Forest Fire Risk Forecasting System, the Ministry of Forest

Seasonal forest fire risk rating: A to D degree [Very high - low ]
� Evaluation of Disaster Risk Based on Analysis of Cultural Heritage Disaster Environment

: Proposal of measures to reduce disaster damage and improve disaster response capacity by analyzing the 
results of the on-site survey

Methodology

5

Risk Grade

Very High  / High /  Middle  / Low

Cause of bushfire Forest Fire Vulnerable Area
Field
Incinerator
Fire caused
by cigarette

Fire caused by 
mountaineer
Visit to family 
gravesite

Waste
Incinerator

Others Grade A        B        C          D

Spring
(Mar. – May)

Summer
(June. – Aug.)

Autumn
(Sep. – Nov.)

Winter
(Dec. – Feb.)Forest(Wild) fire-prone areas and seasonal forest fire risk standards vary every month.

Also it vary in real time, depending on weather conditions.
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1ST grade
2nd grade
3rd grade
4th grade
5th grade

TThe Process of providing information on landslide prediction
Analysis of rainfall data from the Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA) 
→ Analysis of landslide soil function (forecast standard) by region 
→ Provision of forecast information in towns & villages units

Local weathering forecast station of KMA
5km 5km grid unit rainfall information, 714 stations

Algorithm for determination of landslide hazard areas

Re-evaluation of landslide risk rating in 
accordance with the criteria for reflecting 

correction factors for artificial changes in forests

Completion of landslide risk map 
reflecting artificial changes

landslide 
determination 

formula

1ST grade: 50-year-cycle
2nd grade: 100-year-cycle
3rd grade: 200-year-cycle

Flood risk map: Non-disclosed information system

Open Information on Flood Risk Map
By Han River Flood Control Office

http://www.hrfco.go.kr/eng/eng_main.do

8
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Annual survey & analysis planning

Target selection & Disaster DB reference

Safety & Disaster Prevention Div., NRICH

Field survey

Surrounding environment, terrain, roads, etc.

Analysis of field survey results

Review & preparation of countermeasure

Notice of analysis results

Reporting to related authorities on results &selected  
disaster mitigation measures for cultural heritage

Related bodies, municipal authorites

Request for cooperation to related agencies

Disaster DB, GPS-based vulnerability

Cooperation on site survey

Site access and investigation

Planning safety management policies

Consultation on detailed countermeasure
& Feedback

9

History of
disasters

Information
: landslide

grade

Information
: earthquake

Information
: flood

grade

Information
: wildfire
vulnerability

Analysis result
: suggestions on 

disaster mitigation
Aerial photo

Recent state of 
cultural heritageResponse guideline 

for site manager in 
case of disaster

10
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Collection / Management / Analysis on various 
information related to disaster of cultural heritage

2012~2018 / approx. 215 million $

Purpose
Weather Information

Seoul Jongno, Sep. 18th, 2020, 1 p.m.

Strong Wind Heavy Rain Typhoon Find Dust

Safe Safe Safe Good

Disaster risk usual warning severeattention

Typhoon & Earthquake (real time)
Info: Typhoon

Info: Earthquake

Current Weather condition (at near, each cultural heritage site)

Date Wind
(max)

Radius 
of gale
(km)

Direction Speed
(km/h)

Date Epicenter Scale

Classification Name of Cultural 
Heritage Temperature Precipitation

1 hour State of sky Precipitation
type Wind speedWind 

direction

Search

Planning
Management

Disaster 
Mitigation Facility

Security 
Guard

Safety 
Monitoring

Information 
Management Statistics Information

Notices -

Constitution

User / Target
� Local municipal authorities & Site 

management office / officials : 218
� Cultural Heritages : 2,384 site

11

12
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3. Earthquake Response System

KKMA(Korea Meteorological Administration)
www.kma.go.kr
Local monitoring stations: 264 site

KIGAM(Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources)
www.kigma.re.kr

Local monitoring stations: 39 site

� Field tests on the surrounding areas where lots of architectural 
cultural heritages are located in Gyeongju and Pohang to obtain 
ground information such as ground composition and shear wave 
velocity by depth.
* GGyeongju: M 5. 8 (2016. Sep), Pohang: M 5.4 (2017. Nov)

� Earthquake safety assessment by combining the location, 
materials, structure, disaster history, and repair history of 
architectural cultural heritages along with the ground 
information

� Comparison of derived results by calculated formula and actual damage
Matching the actual damage with the predicted damage by formula

Methodology

14
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Result

� In case of Earthquake 
� Automatic data Automatic data transmission from the Korea Meteorological Administration
� Estimation of damage by automatic simulation
� Listing of cultural heritages expected to be damaged & showing damage estimated area
� Determination of grade by expected damage: Emergency / Danger / Caution

� In normal times
� Using as Historical Earthquake Information Database
� For researcher: Various seismic scenario can be calculated

� In the future
� The risk of flooding of small rivers and precise seismic fault maps will be reflected
� Reflection of the results of measuring the natural frequency of important cultural heritages

15

Disaster Response System of architectural cultural heritageInformation on architectural 
heritage

Information on earthquake 
history and its characteristics

Automatic listing of expected damaged 
cultural heritages and grouping by grade
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� Purpose: Evaluation of lateral load resistance capacity of wooden column
� Facilities: load cell, inclinometer, displacement meter, actuator, loading frame, etc.
� Methodology: Artificial displacement generation, resiliency data metering, 45 cases
� Result: Inclination limit of column in upper point – less than 0.2 times of the diameter of column

Case 1: Limits on the inclination of wooden building(column)
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4. Stability Standard on Structural Deformation &

Cloud-Based Automatic Monitoring : Stability Management System
17

� Background: cases of building collapse with increased moisture rate in rafter
� Facilities: 2 proto type of  4 roof models construction, humidity analysis for one month to 1 year
� Methodology: Dismantlement and investigation of 2 pieces after 1, 2, 6, and 12 months
� Result: Criteria of Humidity of rafter - 24% in max

Case 2: Criteria for determining structural safety according to the moisture content of rafter

18
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Specification of automated measuring system Configuration of system and operational plan

Building a automatic System with Professional Personnel

Connection between data logger & sensors

Production of programs & manuals for reliable operationMaterials for measurement (Sensors, data logger)

Static data logger

Dynamic data logger

Name

Over

view

Name

Over

view

Image

Image

Name NameMaterial for static data logger Material for dynamic data logger

Tilting meter

Separationmeter

Displacement sensor

Thermo-humidity

Underground water

Rain fall meter

Accelerometer

Seismic
Accelerometer

Wind gauge

Laser displace-
ment meter

Structural behavior

Displacement of crack & joint

Structural behavior & length

Temperature, humidity

Change of water level

Weather information
Structural behavior &
length displacement

Excessive wind & 
weather information

Vibration

Earthquake

Installation of system Installation of system Installation of system Installation of cable

Static data logger

Dynamic data logger

Continuous measurement 

for 10 min

Measurement for 10 min

Extraction of Max., Min.. & Avg.

100times/second Measurement Sys.

Program for data logger Manual for system operation

Wide use of civil Eng. & construction sites, facilities management, etc.

A/D Resolution 13bit, measured frequency Max. 10Hz

Operational electric current 28mA

Input voltage 9.6~16Vdc

Communication port RS-232

Operational temperature -25~50℃

Multiplexer support enables channel expansion

Wide use of civil Eng. & construction sites, facilities management, etc.

A/D Resolution 19bit, measured frequency Max. 1000Hz

Operational electric current 500mA at 12Vdc

Input voltage 10~30Vdc

Communication port Ethernet

Operational temperature -25~60℃

I/O module support enables channel expansion

4. Stability Standard on Structural Deformation &

Cloud-Based Automatic Monitoring : Stability Management System
19

� On-line dashboard system for 4 important cultural heritage
� 2 wooden pavilion, 1 stone observatory, 1 stone Buddha statue

� Accelerometer(1 or 2 axis), inclinometer, vibrating meter, crack gauge, etc.

Constitution

� Pattern analysis of measured data for each sensors
� Data analysis (max & min.) by daily, monthly, quarterly, and yearly
� Using as a criteria of structural stability for a similar structures

Methodology

20
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tentative criteria of daily 
deformation of column inclination 

(in case of wooden pavilion)

6-month & 1 year data analysis 
shows that the deformation is 

repeated within a certain range

Main screen

Monitoring screen

Data analysis: inclinometer

� A study on the standards for structural stability in architectural 
cultural heritages is ongoing.

� The methodology and systematization for precise stability diagnosis 
of architectural cultural heritage is set.

Current situation

� Displacement, deformation, non-destructive test, environment, 
structural analysis, ultrasonic wave test, GPR, timber variety,
vibration impact assessment, constant-micro wave measurement,  
weathering map, and proposal of reinforcement and stabilization 
measures

� Definition of various damage status & Regulation of equipment types
� The result of automatic monitoring will be used as criteria

Methodology

5. Manual for Structural Stability Diagnosis 

& Guideline for Disaster Mitigation

22
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� Suggesting technical measures to improve disaster response capacities, such as 
preliminary measures to mitigate damage in the event of disaster

� Conservation of the authenticity & securing the durability of the cultural heritage

Purpose

� Establishment of guidelines for each type of disaster through analysis on 
experimentation, analysis of existed research & survey data about cultural heritages

� Constitution
� General guideline, Stone structure, Wooden structure, Brick structure and 

Improvement of surroundings
� Case studies of domestic & foreign

Methodology

23/24

� Drone station for remote & multi site monitoring (such as Buddha statues in mountain)
� Digital Twin
� Electrical Nose machine for termite detection

� Automatic monitoring to identify minute changes(crack, debris, displacement, etc.) of 
prehistoric rock carving, through digital image processing and A.I. learning

What we are doing and what we will do next

24/24

. Thank you for your attention.  Grazie per l'attenzione
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Dr. Sangsun JO
Sangsun JO is a senior researcher of Safety and Disaster Prevention Division of
NRICH(National Research Institute of Cultural Heritage, Korea). He attained his
doctorate in the department of Architecture at the SungKyunKwan University in
Seoul, Korea. He is specialized in Korean traditional architecture and has a technical
license of repairing architectural cultural heritage.

He has worked at Sungnyemun restoration site as a technical researcher from Feb.
2008 to May 2013. And he has participated in ITC(International Training Course) on
Disaster Risk Management 2012 of Rits-DMUCH(Disaster Management of Urban
Cultural Heritage in Ritsumeikan University at Kyoto, Japan) as a trainee and also
has participated same course as a resource person in 2013~2014 and 2016. He
gave an address about disaster mitigation plan as a speaker in symposium for
inscription as UNESCO world heritage conservation, management and use of Seoul
City Wall in May 2013. Also he gave a presentation at ICOMOS International
Scientific Symposium on post-disaster reconstruction in October 2016 in Istanbul,
Turkey. In June 2017, he has co-organized an ICOMOS-ISCARSAH workshop with
ICOMOS-Korea. Since January 2017, he joined current division as a deputy
director and is responsible for researches on disaster preparedness & mitigation of
Cultural Heritage.

He is a member of ICOMOS-Korea, ICOMOS-ICORP and ISCARSAH. And his
research interest is mainly the traditional architecture of Korea. And he also has an
interest in traditional technique and material, disaster mitigation, risk management,
structural analysis, monitoring and etc.

To improve the disaster prevention capacity of cultural heritages through the convergence of
science and technology, the National Research Institute of Cultural Heritage (NRICH) in Korea is
preparing for disasters of cultural heritages by introducing risk assessment methods for various
disasters. This presentation mainly includes the current measures held by the NRICH on the risk
assessment and structural stability assessment standards for natural disasters such as
earthquakes, landslides and floods.

Since 2019, the NRICH has been conducting historical records analysis on various disaster
histories of cultural heritages and analysis of the environment around them. The NRICH analyze
the risk assessment information on forest fires and landslides provided by the Korea Forest
Service, and also analyze the fault information provided by the Korea Institute of Geological
Resources. In case of the flood, the NRICH analyze risk information provided by the Ministry of
Environment. And the NRICH determine the types of disasters vulnerable to each cultural
heritage and prepare countermeasures against them. In addition, the NRICH conducts on-site
surveys on the environment surrounding cultural heritages to analyze possible aspects of
disaster mitigation and send each cultural heritage management organization the analyzed result.
In doing so, each local government could utilize the information sent by the NRICH to manage
cultural heritage and mitigate disaster.

Additionally, the institute investigated the characteristics of damage of cultural heritage caused
by the earthquake and operate a disaster risk map system on cultural architectural heritage. The
system was drafted in 2013, and the algorithm was modified based on actual damage between
2018 and 2019. This system automatically determines the possible area of earthquake effect
and cultural heritages that are highly likely to be damaged as soon as the KMA(Korea
Meteorological Administration) automatically send earthquake information to the system.

An analysis study using various advanced ICT equipment is underway on structural displacement
such as cracks and inclinations. In case of wooden heritages, they show a wide variety of
displacement patterns according to changes in surrounding environment, such as humidity and

Standards and Measures for Assessing Risk of Disasters on Cultural Heritage

- On Evaluation Method of Risk Assessment Standard and Criteria for Structural Stability 
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Sangsun JO

Senior Researcher, Safety and Disaster Prevention Division

NRICH (National Research Institute of Cultural Heritage)

132, Munji-ro, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon, 34122

ssjo@korea.kr

temperature, and we need various stability assessment criteria for cracks and inclination of
elements and structures. This presentation includes ongoing projects and experiments and
several proposed stability standards to date. It will also introduce a manual for stability diagnosis
of cultural heritage recently drafted by the CHA (Cultural Heritage Administration).

The NRICH has compiled and analyzed various researches and research results, conducted its
own experiments and simulations, and prepared guidelines on disaster mitigation of cultural
heritage by each type of disasters. This presentation includes a draft of guideline for responding
to stone cultural heritage currently under construction in 2020.

1. Case study on the Earthquake Disaster Response of Cultural Heritages, proceeding of the 1st
Korea-Italy Symposium on Disaster Prevention for Cultural Heritage Preservation using Advanced
ICT Technology (by ETRI, Korea, 2019, Apr.)

2. Study on Stone Cultural Heritage’s Structural Stability Management–with a Focus on
Cheomseongdae: An Interdisciplinary Approach, Structural Analysis of Historical Constructions
(MDPI, 2019. Jan.)

3. Characteristic of Earthquake Damage to Architectural Heritage and Its Counter-measures,
proceeding of the International Symposium on Earthquake Response for Architectural Heritage
(by NRICH, Korea, 2018. Nov.)

4. A Review of the Sungnyemun Reconstruction Project Related to the Authenticity of Heritage and
the Importance of Social Agreement, proceeding of ICOMOS International Scientific Symposium,
Post-Disaster Reconstruction (ICOMOS Adcom., 2016. Oct.)

Selected publications
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The role of engineering in multidisciplinary The role of engineering in multidisciplinary
protection of heritage from naturral hazards. pppppprrrrooooootttttteeeeccccttttttiioooooonnnnnn ooooooffffff
EExperiences @

rriittttttaaaaggggggeeee ffffffrrhhhhhheeeerr
@@@@EEPICentre

mmmmmm nnnnnnaaaattttttrrrroooooommmm
eeee UCL

Prof Dina D’Ayala 
Co-Director EPICentre
Head, Civil Engineering
University College London 

1st International Symposium on Cultural Heritage 1st International Symposium on Cultural Heritage 
Preservation & Restoration Using Advanced ICT Preservation
Technoloy

• Minimum disturbance
• Continued use 
• Continued exposure to public
• Very specific problems
• General solutions
• It is always best to do little….

The interaction between research and conservation

Historic Royal Palaces s –– Banqueting Hall ll -Historic R
London
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• Historic records
• Non destructive assessmennt
• Non contact techniques
• Environmental monitoring
• Laser scanning
• Digital Image correlation
• Testing proxies
• Numerical analysis

National Trust st -t -The Long Gallery at t Blicklingg Hall 

How is the knowledge built

• How reliable is any knowledge or assessment produced
• How is it translated in decision making for conservators or curators

How is the knowledge used

Historic Royal Palaces His
–

toric Royal PalaceHis
– Hampton Court 

eslace
rtrt –Hampton CourH rt 

Abraham's Tapestries 
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Research  question:
• What should be the rate of heating and visitors to  WWWWWhatt shouldd be the rate of heating and visitors to

mitigate mould growth  in the library given the mmmmmmiittttttiiggggggaaaatttttteeeeee mmmmmmoooooouuuulldddd ggggggrrrroooooowwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwtttttthhhhhh iinnnnnn tttttthhhhhheeeeee llii
exposure to wind driven rain?

h

Blickingg Hall: effect of wind driven rain on mould growth
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Blickingg Hall: effect of wind driven rain on mould growth
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1. Aktas, Shi, Blades, D’Ayala (2018) Indoor mould testing in a historic building: Blickling Hall, Heritage Science 6(51)
2. Aktas, D’Ayala, Blades, Calnan (2017) An assessment of moisture induced damage in Blickling Hall in Norfolk, England, via environmental monitoring, Heritage Science 5(5)

PARNASSUS AH/H032525/1, Indoor Mould Growth EP/K503745/1

Blickingg Hall: effect of wind driven rain on mould growth

• Air/surface testing and particle 
counting 

• Results demonstrate the effectiveness 
of National Trust’s maintenance 
programme.

• Moisture enrichment due to driven rain 
in exposed facades.

• High surface mould concentrations 
around the windows – better and more 
frequent cleaning of dirt and surface 
water has been recommended. 

• Seasonal variation of mould levels!
• Benchmarking normal, background 

levels of mould for heritage buildings 
under NT’s custody!

1. Aktas, Shi, Blades, D’Ayala (2018) Indoor mould testing in a historic building: Blickling Hall, Heritage Science 6(51)
2. Aktas, D’Ayala, Blades, Calnan (2017) An assessment of moisture induced damage in Blickling Hall in Norfolk, England, via 

environmental monitoring, Heritage Science 5(5)
PARNASSUS AH/H032525/1, Indoor Mould Growth EP/K503745/1

Blickingg Hall: effect of wind driven rain on mould growth
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Research question:
•

q
Determine a quantitative  relationship between the damage  in tapestry  Deettteermmminnee aa qquuaantitative relationship between the damag
and the changes in relative humidity in heritage rooms  ?

Strain modelling in tapestries

Wool Silk Metal threads

Strain modelling in tapestries: Materials
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Strain modelling in tapestries: Methodology

Strain modelling in tapestries: DIC calibration

Maximo-Rocha P., D’Ayala, D., Vlachou-Mogire, C., Takami, M., Klein, L., Schrott, A., & (2021). Strain development in historic tapestries. ICOM-CC 2021 (in progress).
Máximo-Rocha, P., D’Ayala, D., & Vlachou-Mogire, C. (2018). Methodology for tensile testing historic tapestries. IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and Engineering, 364, 012003. 
https://doi.org/10.1088/1757-899X/364/1/012003
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EEnvironmental chamber experiments
Front side IBM sensor Back side IBM sensor

Area Considered for DIC Analysis and IBM sensors locations

Strain modelling in tapestries: Environment tests

Maximo-Rocha P., D’Ayala, D., Vlachou-Mogire, C., Takami, M., Klein, L., Schrott, A., & (2021). Strain development in 
historic tapestries. ICOM-CC 2021 (in progress).
Máximo-Rocha, P., D’Ayala, D., & Vlachou-Mogire, C. (2018). Methodology for tensile testing historic tapestries. IOP 
Conference Series: Materials Science and Engineering, 364, 012003. https://doi.org/10.1088/1757-899X/364/1/012003

Strain modelling in tapestries: Results 
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Strain modelling in tapestries: results by material

Strain modelling in tapestries: FE modelling

Maximo-Rocha P., D’Ayala, D., Vlachou-Mogire, C., Takami, M., Klein, L., Schrott, A., & (2021). Strain development in historic tapestries. ICOM-CC 2021 (in progress).
Máximo-Rocha, P., D’Ayala, D., & Vlachou-Mogire, C. (2018). Methodology for tensile testing historic tapestries. IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and Engineering, 364, 
012003. https://doi.org/10.1088/1757-899X/364/1/012003
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Dina D’Ayala
Prof Dina D’Ayala, is the Professor of Structural Engineering at University College London,
within the Department of Civil Environmental and Geomatic Engineering. She is head of Civil
Engineering and Co-Director of the EPICentre. She is a director of the International Association
of Earthquake Engineers, Fellow of the ICE, and a Getty Conservation Institute Scholar. Her
specialism is Structural Resilience Engineering with particular emphasis on the assessment,
strengthening, preservation and resilience of existing buildings, structures, transport
infrastructure and cultural heritage. She is one of the founding members of ICOMOS ISCARSAH
and she has 30 years’ experience working with international agencies and Heritage Institutions
to assess and preserve architectural heritage worldwide, from the Philippines to Peru', from UK
to Ethiopia, Jordan and Turkey.

The talk will expand on recent work undertaken by EPICentre @UCL on assessment and
protection of architectural and museum heritage to environmental agents, linked to climate
change. The talk will focus on the interaction between academic research activity and
exploitation by preservation organisations such as the UK based Historic Royal Palaces, The
National Trust, etc. The talk will highlight how the use of advanced scientific and technical
research approaches underpins the work of daily care and protection of heritage delivered by
these agencies.

The role of engineering in multidisciplinary approaches for the protection of heritage 
from natural hazards. Experiences @EPICentre UCL

1. D'Ayala, D., Wang, K., Yan, Y. , Smith, H. , Massam, A., Filipova, V. and Pereira, J. J., 2020,
Flood vulnerability and risk assessment of urban traditional buildings in a heritage district of Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia , vol 20-8, Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences, 10.5194/nhess-20-
2221-2020

2. G. Sevieri, C. Galasso, D. D'Ayala, R. De Jesus, A. Oreta, M.E.D.A. Grio, R. Ibabao, A multi-
hazard risk prioritisation framework for cultural heritage assets, Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 20
(2020), pp. 1391-1414

3. Torelli, G., D’Ayala, D., Betti, M., & Bartoli, G. (2019). Analytical and numerical seismic
assessment of heritage masonry towers. Bulletin of Earthquake Engineering.
doi:10.1007/s10518-019-00732-y

4. Raby, A., Antonini, A., D'Ayala, D., & Brownjohn, J. M. W. (2019). Environmental loading of
heritage structures. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A: Mathematical, Physical
and Engineering Sciences, 377(2155). doi:10.1098/rsta.2019.0276

5. Raby, A. C., Antonini, A., Pappas, A., Dassanayake, D. T., Brownjohn, J. M. W., & D'Ayala, D.
(2019). Wolf Rock lighthouse: past developments and future survivability under wave loading.
PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY A-MATHEMATICAL PHYSICAL
AND ENGINEERING SCIENCES, 377(2155), 28 pages. doi:10.1098/rsta.2019.0027

6. Rocha, P. M., D'Ayala, D., & Vlachou-Mogire, C. (2018). Methodology for tensile testing historic
tapestries. In IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and Engineering Vol. 364.
doi:10.1088/1757-899X/364/1/012003

7. Aktas, Y. D., Shi, J., Blades, N., & D'Ayala, D. (2018). Indoor mould testing in a historic building:
Blickling Hall. Heritage Science, 6(1). doi:10.1186/s40494-018-0218-x Aktas, Y., D'Ayala, D.,
Blades, N., & Calnan, C. (2017). An assessment of moisture induced damage in Blickling Hall via
environmental monitoring. Heritage Science. doi:10.1186/s40494-017-0119-4

Selected publications
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8. D’Ayala, D., & Aktas, Y. D. (2016). Moisture dynamics in the masonry fabric of historic buildings
subjected to wind-driven rain and flooding. Building and Environment, 104, 208-220.1] D'Ayala
D, Galasso C, Putrino V, Fanciullacci D, Barucco P, Fanciullacci V, Bronzino C, Zerrudo E, Manalo
M, Fradiquela C, et al. (2016), Seismic Vulnerability Assessment of Priority Cultural Heritage
Structures in the Philippines 6th Asia Conference on Earthquake Engineering (6ACEE), Cebu,
Philippines, 22 Sep 2016 - 24 Sep 2016. 22 Sep 2016

9. D'Ayala D, Galasso C, Putrino V, Fanciullacci D, Barucco P, Fanciullacci V, Bronzino C, Zerrudo E,
Manalo M, Fradiquela C, et al. (2016) Assessment of the Multi-Hazard Vulnerability of Priority
Cultural Heritage Structures in the Philippines 1st International Conference on Natural Hazards &
Infrastructure (ICONHIC2016), Chania, Greece, 28 Jun 2016 - 30 Jun 2016. 28 Jun 2016

10. Quinn, N., D’Ayala, D., & Descamps, T. (2015). Structural characterisation and Numerical
Modelling of Historic Quincha Walls. International Journal of Architectural Heritage.
doi:10.1080/15583058.2015.1113337

11. Ferreira, C. F., D’Ayala, D., Fernandez-Cabo, J. L., Arce-Blanco, M., Díez-Barra, R., & Hurtado-
Valdez, P. (2015). Numerical Modeling and Seismic Assessment of Historic Planked Timber
Arches. International Journal of Architectural Heritage, 9(6), 712-729. doi:10.1080/
15583058.2015.1041194

12. 1Erkal, A., & D'Ayala, D. (2015). Laboratory testing of non-standard original historic building
materials and related implications for conservation. Quarterly Journal of Engineering Geology and
Hydrogeology, 48(1), 15-28. doi:10.1144/qjegh2013-078

13. Novelli, V. I., & D'Ayala, D. (2014). LOG-IDEAH: LOGic trees for identification of damage due to
earthquakes for architectural heritage. Bulletin of Earthquake Engineering, 1-24. doi:10.1007/
s10518-014-9622-0

14. Paganoni, S., & D'Ayala, D. (2014). Testing and design procedure for corner connections of
masonry heritage buildings strengthened by metallic grouted anchors. Engineering Structures,
70, 278-293. doi:10.1016/j.engstruct.2014.03.014

15. D'Ayala, D. F., & Paganoni, S. (2014). Testing and design protocol of dissipative devices for out-
of-plane damage. Proceedings of the ICE-Structures and Buildings, 167, 26-40. doi:10.1680/
stbu.12.00087

16. Stephenson, V., & D'Ayala, D. F. (2014). A new approach to flood loss estimation and
vulnerability assessment for historic buildings in England,. Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 14(5),
1035-1048. doi:10.5194/nhess-14-1035-2014

17. Erkal, A., D'Ayala, D., & Stephenson, V. (2013). Evaluation of environmental impact on historical
stone masonry through on-site monitoring appraisal. Quarterly Journal of Engineering Geology
and Hydrogeology, 46(4), 449-458. doi:10.1144/qjegh2012-060

Professor, Structural Engineering within the Department of Civil 
Environmental and Geomatic Engineering. 

University College London (UCL), London (United Kingdom)

d.dayala@ucl.ac.uk
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1

Risk management of architectural 

heritage using virtual reality

Jongwook Lee, Ph D.
Korea National University of Cultural Heritage

Graduate School of Cultural Heritage
bellee21@nuch.ac.kr

2

Profile

Papers
• Context-aware risk management for architectural heritage using historic building information 

modeling and virtual reality. Journal of cultural heritage, 2019

• Remote Diagnosis of Architectural Heritage Based on 5W1H Model-Based Metadata in 

Virtual Reality. ISPRS International Journal of Geo-Information, 2019

Jongwook Lee, Ph D.

Education 
• 2019, Ph. D. in Engineering - Korea Advanced Institute of Science 

and Technology(KAIST), Ubiquitous Virtual Reality Lab

• 2012, MS in Engineering - Korea Advanced Institute of Science 

and Technology(KAIST) 

• 2010, BS in Korea National University of Cultural Heritage
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3

• The Korea National University of Cultural Heritage is a national university founded in 2000 

with purpose of training experts to lead cultural heritage industry in the future.

• The school offers superior education facilities and faculty with a goal of training experts with 

cultural heritage knowledge and ICT skills.

Korea National University of Cultural Heritage

4

Research Background

• Architectural heritage is easily exposed to artificial and natural 
risks, such as fire, moisture and insect.

• Risk management means 1) risk identification, 2) risk analysis,
3) response of risks for monitoring and minimizing effect of damage.

• However, risk management information is scattered across a variety
of sources and formats.

Risk Management of Architectural heritage
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5

Research Background

• BIM and GIS-based system support to integrate, record, manage, 
retrieve and share the scattered information.

• However, BIM has limitations in retrieving information according 
to context.

Heritage Management System

< Building lifecycle and BIM functions> < Revit, BIM software >

6

Problem Statement

Existing heritage management systems can not provide 
risk management information according to context in 
virtual reality.
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Research Purpose

To solve the problem, this study proposes 5W1H (What, 
Who, Where, When, Why, How) model-based metadata 
and frameworks to provide risk management 
information according to context in VR.

8

Related work

1. Metadata and Ontology for Architectural Heritage 

• Existing heritage metadata lack descriptions of risk management 
such as risk analysis and response. 

< Heritage building metadata>
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Related work

• Existing VR/AR application for risk management cannot 
provide information according to context due to 
limitation of metadata

2. VR/AR for risk management of architectural heritage

< VR application for risk management, Fassi, 2016> < AR application for risk management, Chionna, 2015>

10

Methodology

• 5W1H model sorts complex contexts into six categories (who, when, 
where, what, why and how).

• It has advantages in representing user context and the various 
situations [Jang, 2005].

• In this research, we focused on ‘Where’ context for risk management of 
architectural heritage. 

1. 5W1H model-based metadata

WHERE
WHEN

WHO

WHY

HOW WHAT

< 5W1H model for geospatial service >
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Methodology

• We proposed Point Of Interest (POI)-anchor-content-linker structure for 
VR/AR service. 

• 5W1H model-based metadata attributes enables contextualized information 
retrieval according to various context.

1. 5W1H model-based metadata

< POI, Anchor, Content and Linker metadata >

12

Methodology

• We integrates heritage building metadata

2. Heritage Building Information metadata

< Heritage Building Information metadata>
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Methodology

• We describes the detailed risk management information rather than the 
existing heritage building metadata

2. Heritage Building Information metadata

14

Overview
Implementation
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Implementation

• The on-site VR application helps site managers check problematic 
components and record condition of the heritage building.

Creation of on-site VR application

16

Implementation

• The remote diagnosis VR application supports maintenance 
technician at the remote site analyze risks and determine follow-up 
actions

Creation of Remote Diagnosis VR Application
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Implementation

• Remote diagnosis VR app. enable content retrieval and 
filtering based on the expert’s task and domain expertise. 

Creation of Remote Diagnosis VR Application

< Log-in screenshot > < Filtered Contents of remote diagnosis application >

18

Implementation

• The app. visualizes relation of POIs using the POI linker 
metadata

• The app. retrieves related content using the content 
linker metadata 

Creation of Remote Diagnosis VR Application

< Example of linker anchor in remote diagnosis in VR > < Example of linker content in remote diagnosis in VR >
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Evaluation

• A comparative experiment with the paper-based method (time and 
task load [Hart, 1988]) 

• 12 heritage managers participated

Experiment design for the on-site VR applications

20

Evaluation

• The VR method took avg. 126 seconds (56.76%) less than 
the paper method to complete the task

Result & discussion
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Evaluation

• The results showed that the participants experienced much 
less frustration when using the VR method

Result & discussion 

22

Evaluation

• Four maintenance technicians participated in the experiment
• A heuristic evaluation (30min per one man, 5 scale) about the 

context, performance, interaction, and usability topics [Kelly, 2007] 

Experiment Design for the remote diagnosis VR 
application 
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Evaluation

• Experts were most satisfied with the contextual information
provided by the system(topic No. 1)

Result & Discussion

24

• Contributions are as follows:
1. Design heritage metadata suitable for risk management
2. Enable contextualized information retrieval in VR using 5W1H 

metadata

• This study contributes to shorten the time and effort required to 
manage the risk of architectural heritage.

Contribution
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• Build an geo-tagged content authoring tool in AR
• Create a crowdsourcing platform for citizen’s participation
• Use historical information and media for heritage tourism 
• Enable predictive maintenance of architectural heritage using a 

digital twin

Future Works

26

Thank you
If you are interested in my research, 

you can contact me !

bellee21@nuch.ac.kr
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Jongwook Lee Ph.D
Jongwook Lee is an associated professor in Dept. of Cultural Heritage Industry, Korea National
University of Cultural Heritage. He received Ph.D. in Graduate School of Culture Technology
(GSCT), Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) and was a researcher at
Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI). He received his Bachelor degree
at Korea National University of Cultural Heritage and received a Master’s degree in GSCT, KAIST.

He have been involved in digital heritage at various academic societies and have published
relevant research results (Journal of cultural heritage and ISPRS International Journal of Geo-
Information) and have been actively involved in the community (Digital heritage congress,
Euromed and eCAADe). And he was involved in many projects on digital heritage with the
support of the Korean government.

His research interests are topics on virtual reality, augmented reality, human-computer
interaction for cultural heritage applications, cultural heritage management and heritage tourism.

Jongwook Lee, Ph D.

Korea National University of Cultural Heritage

Graduate School of Cultural Heritage

Dept. of Cultural Heritage Industry

bellee21@nuch.ac.kr

1. JW Lee, JK Kim, JH Ahn, WT Woo (2019). Context-aware risk management for architectural
heritage using historic building information modeling and virtual reality. Journal of cultural
heritage.

2. JW Lee, JK Kim, JH Ahn, WT Woo (2019). Remote Diagnosis of Architectural Heritage Based on
5W1H Model-Based Metadata in Virtual Reality. ISPRS International Journal of Geo-Information.

3. JH Lee, JW Lee, JW KIM, KK Kang, MH Lee (2016). VIRTUAL RECONSTRUCTION AND
INTERACTIVE APPLICATIONS FOR KOREAN TRADITIONAL ARCHITECTURES. SCIRE-IT Journal.

Selected publications

Architectural heritages are easily exposed to natural and artificial hazards due to various material
combinations and structural features. Therefore, the risk management of architectural heritage
plays an important role in preserving and managing cultural heritage. In Korea, many site
managers check damages and record condition for risk management. However, they have a hard
time making accurate diagnosis without maintenance technicians. To overcome this limitation,
we suggest a framework that can provide risk management information to site managers and
maintenance technicians at remote sites using virtual reality. For this framework, we propose
metadata that can integrate risk management information distributed in various sources and
formats for sharing risk information. And we analyze user requirements for the function and
interface design of the virtual reality application using surveys, interviews and prototype
evaluation method. And then, we developed two virtual reality applications for site managers
and maintenance technicians at remote sites based on user requirement analysis. Finally, we
conducted focus group interviews and heuristic evaluations of a virtual reality application for
maintenance technicians at remote sites. This study contributes to shortening the time and
effort for information sharing of site managers and maintenance.

Risk management of architectural heritage using virtual reality
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"THE EXPERIENCES OF INGV IN THE FIELD 
OF CULTURAL HERITAGE: TECHNOLOGIES 
AND APPLICATIONS."

Musacchio M., Costanzo A., Buongiorno M.F.

INGV Sections

Centro Nazionale Terremoti
• Seismic and GPS Monitoring 

Roma 1 
• Seismology and Tectonophysiscs

Roma 2
• Geomagnetism, Aeronomy and
Environmental geophysics

Napoli
• Osservatorio Vesuviano

Catania
•Etna and Aeolian Islands volcanoes

Milano
• Seismic Hazard

Palermo
• Geochemistry

Pisa
• volcano modeling

Bologna
• Climatology - Seismology

Organization

• Rocca di Papa Roma 

• L'Aquila
• Gibilmanna Palermo 

• Ercolano Napoli

• Arezzo
• Ancona
• Messina
• Lipari Messina 

• Stromboli Messina 

• Grottaminarda Avellino

• Portovenere La Spezia

• Roma Via Nizza 

• Roma Viale Pinturicchio 

• Napoli Via Coroglio

• Rende Cosenza

Rende
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INGV MAIN RESEARCH AREAS

150 BB stations

110 CGPS

60 Strong Motions

Out of ~450 real time stations

Seismic Monitoring and GPS Monitoring
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26-set-97 Umbria-Marche 6.0

9-set-98 Calabria 5.7

6-set-02 Sicilia 5.8

31-ott-02 Molise 5.7

14-set-03 Emilia Romagna 5.0

24-nov-04 Lombardia 5.2
26-ott-06 Tirreno Meridionale 5.6

23-nov-08 Emilia Romagna 5.1

6-apr-09 Abruzzo 6.3

18-gen-17 Abruzzo 5.1, 5.5, 5.5, 5.0

20 e 29-mag-12 Emilia Romagna 6.0, 5,8

21-giu-13 Toscana 5.2

24-ago-16 Lazio 6.2

26, 30 -ott-16 Marche 5.4-7.1

29-dic-13 Campania 5.0

2017

1997

About 40000 

earthquakes

in 20 years

Mappa si Pericolosità
• http://esse1-gis.mi.ingv.it/
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• Seismic   networks  (300 stations) on the Italian Territory

• GPS network  (200 station) and geodesy

• Multi instrument  networks on active Italian volcanoes

• 24/7 surveillance for  Civil Protection

Large  Monitoring 
networks    

Development and 
management 

• Satellite  receiving antennas for RT monitoring

• Processing chains for Optical and SAR data for geophysical, 
environmental and  Cultural Heritage applications

• Portable instruments for satellite data CAL/VAL campaign

• Proximal remote sensing instruments 

• UAV and Drones activities

Remote sensing  
and Space 

Observations

• Geochemistry laboratories 

• Volcano experiments

• Geomagnetism laboratories

• Ionosphere sounding and research

• Laboratory for Cultural Heritage monitoring activities

Laboratories

INGV Research Infrastructures

INGV commitment in the CH activities

• INGV is member of to the consultation table "Cultural 
Heritage" at the EU initiative “National User Forum of 
Copernicus”. 

• INGV is member of the "Working group on Technologies 
Applied to Cultural and Natural Heritage (TACNH)" in 'within 
the Italy-USA Cooperation on Science and Technology. 

• INGV is partner of TICHE Foundation aimed to operate and 
undertake suitable initiatives for the development of the 
technological cluster in the field of Technologies for Cultural 
Heritage 

• INGV leaded the Italian Ministry of Research funded project 
PON 01-02710 "MASSIMO" (2012-2015)
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INGV experience on CH: 

The case of PON-MASSIMO

Context analysis

PON MASSIMO project

Regional-scale Local-scale Building-scale

Multi-scale & Multi-temporal resolution Analysis
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Outline

• Methodology

–Regional-scale Analysis

–Local-scale Analysis

–Building-scale Analysis

Methodology

Regional Scale Analysis

2) Instrumental Seismic 
survey

4) Satellite-based 
SAR 

Remote Sensing

Multi-scale & Multi-temporal resolution Analysis

1) Aeromagnetic 
survey

3) Analysis of 
deterministic 

shaking scenarios

Gm Gm 

OBJECTIVES 

• Analysis and monitoring of regional seismicity.

• Identification and analysis of local seismogenic

sources.

• The development of deterministic shaking scenarios.

• Analysis and monitoring of surface deformation

processes related to anthropogenic and natural

phenomena.
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Outline

• Methodology

–Regional-scale Analysis

–Local-scale Analysis

–Building-scale Analysis

Methodology

Multi-scale & Multi-temporal resolution Analysis

Local Scale Analysis

Geophysical setting of the area Interferometric GBSAR Airborne Hyperspectral 
Imaging

OBJECTIVES 

• Analysis of Site Seismic Effects

• Evaluate the influence of surface topography and basin effects

on the ground motion expected at the observed sites.

• Estimation of the amplification values and elastic response

spectra at the observed sites.

• Identification and analysis of built-up typology and road

facilities for vulnerability assessment.
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Outline

• Methodology

–Regional-scale Analysis

–Local-scale Analysis

–Building-scale Analysis

PON MASSIMO project

An infrastructural system and a

multi-disciplinary (scalable,

modular and exportable)

methodology for the non invasive

monitoring of built structures in a

seismic area

Cultural Heritage 
Monitoring in a 

Seismic Area

*The present work is
supported and funded by the
Italian Ministry of Education,
University and Research
(MIUR) under the PON R&C
2007-2013 program.
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Land-Use Classification Seismogenic Sources
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Regional-scale analysis Site characterization

Local-scale analysis Site vulnerability  

Building-scale analysis State of conservation

Structural analysisMonitoring system

PON MASSIMO project

https://ponmassimo.rm.ingv.it/portal
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Bronzi di Riace
(Museo Archeologico 
Nazionale di Reggio 
Calabria)

3D - Bronzi di Riace

The survey was executed to present the results to

“Innovative and Non Invasive Monitoring Systems

for Cultural Heritage in Urban areas”, to Washington

Italian Embassy
1st December 2015.
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l’Angelo Tutelare 
(Reggio Calabria)
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� Evaluation of 2 protective

� «Laboratory» Test

� «On site» pre-post product

application

Objectives

Photogrammetric Survey
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In situ: ASD Portable spectro radiometer

Grazie per l’attenzione
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The sole responsibility for the content of this publication lies with the authors. It does not necessarily represent the opinion of the European 

Union. Neither the EASME nor the European Commission are responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein.

Project recap

Objectives, solutions, city cases

https://savingculturalheritage.eu/

Intro-Recap
• ARCH is a European-funded research project that aims to better preserve areas of cultural

heritage from hazards and risks. The ARCH team with the cities of Bratislava, Camerino,
Hamburg and Valencia will co-create tools that will help cities save cultural heritage from the
effects of climate change.

• The impacts of climate change are global in scope and unprecedented in scale. Cities will face
frequent extreme events in future and the risk to cultural heritage and historic urban centres from
climate change will also increase.

• ARCH will develop a disaster risk management framework for assessing and improving the
resilience of historic areas to climate change and natural hazards. Tools and methodologies will
be designed for local authorities and practitioners, the urban population, and national and
international expert communities. The project will present various models, methods, tools
and datasets to support decision-making
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ARCH

NUMBERS & PARTNERSHIP

• Instrument: Research and Innovation 
Action (RIA)

• Start date: 1st June 2019

• Duration: 36 months

• EC contribution: 5,999,692.50 €

• Person power: 723 PM

• Fraunhofer IAIS, 
DE

• ICLEI, DE

• DIN, DE

• Tecnalia, ES

• ENEA, IT

• UNICAM, IT

• INGV, IT

• SOGESCA, IT

• RFSAT, IE

• MÚOP, SK

• UNIBA, SK

• Bratislava, SK

• LNV, ES

• Camerino, IT

• Hamburg, DE

Co-creation approach

• In order to achieve the project‘s objectives and ensure applicability, acceptance and

replicability of results, researchers, city practitioners, local policy makers, community

members and other stakeholders will collaborate closely according to a co-creation

framework and through the establishment of local partnerships.

OUTPUT

• Hazard and Object Information Management System

• Resilience Options and Pathway

• Impact and Risk Assessment

• Resilience Assessment Framework and Platform
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Massimo MUSACCHIO Ph.D
Massimo Musacchio received the Laurea degree (M.Sc.) in Earth Science from the University of
Rome “La Sapienza” and a Ph.D. in Geology from the University of Bologna “Alma Mater”.
Permanent staff at the National Institute of Geophysics and Volcanology. Graduated in Earth
Sciences at the University of Rome "La Sapienza" he got a PhD at the University of Bologna
"Alma Mater". His research activities are in the field of optical remote sensing by using hyper
and multi-spectral data aimed to the discrimination and classification of outcropping material
both of natural and man-made related origin. For these subjects he is managing the funded
research projects “ESA-CHIME (2018-2020)” and “ESA-CHIME2 (2020-2021)”, funded by the
European Space Agency for the detection of "raw material" from hyperspectral data and
ASBESTOP project funded by INAIL for the generation of a WEbGIS application and a spectral
library dedicated to natural asbestos and to Concrete-Asbestos containing Material (MCA). On
the topics of Cultural Heritage, he is delegated by INGV to the consultation table "Cultural
Heritage" at the EU initiative “National User Forum of Copernicus”. He has been partner in the
two-year period 2016-2018 Activities for the "Working group on Technologies Applied to
Cultural and Natural Heritage (TACNH)" in 'within the Italy-USA Cooperation on Science and
Technology. He kept the relation among the Italian Ministry of Research and developing team
during funded project PON 01-02710 "MASSIMO" (2012-2015) until 2018, and he also
represented the INGV during the constitution of the TICHE Foundation aimed to operate and
undertake suitable initiatives for the development of the technological cluster in the field of
Technologies for Cultural Heritage.

A material Cultural Heritage (CH) belongs both to the citizens and to the natural environment
where it lays. People, nature and CH have a normal evolution due to the time and aging. In
some case the Nature recall its incredible power generating natural disaster, such as
earthquakes, eruptions, storms, which may impact both people and CH. In this case people have
to face the disaster effect (casualties, damages) with very high cost in terms of investment, but
they could also lost definitively CH. Policies of Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) have
demonstrated that investing in the “preparedness phase” of the risk cycle reduce significantly
the cost of reconstruction. Investment on Research and Development is needed to improve
knowledge, and to collect memories for the restoration and conservation of the CH.

INGV is involved in the R&D activities by using internal resources and funded project to study
the behavior of the cultural and architectonic heritage in areas prone to environmental hazard by
using a multi-scale and multidisciplinary analysis. For this purpose, the PON MASSIMO project
aims to develop a methodology for both assessing the “status quo” and monitoring the behavior
of the cultural heritage in seismic area, which can support local institutions for planning pre &
post event actions.

Different surveys techniques were performed with multi-scale and multi-temporal analysis.
With a “zooming” approach all investigation were divided in three scaled groups: regional scale,
local scale and building scale. The regional scale investigations were used to define the
scenarios context, the local scale analysis support the assessing of the site vulnerability,
whereas the building scale surveys are needed to study the behavior of the specific structure.

Once collected all the information have been catalogued and stored in a relational DB, queriable
trough a dedicated WebGIS. This solution ensure expandability, exportability and integrability
with other resources as long as they respect the open data format requirement

The experiences of INGV in the field of Cultural Heritage: technologies and applications
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European Journal of Remote Sensing, 49(1), 397-415

3. Costanzo, A.; Montuori, A.; Silva, J.P.; Silvestri, M.; MUSACCHIO, M.; Doumaz, F.; Stramondo, S.;
Buongiorno, M.F. The Combined Use of Airborne Remote Sensing Techniques within a GIS
Environment for the Seismic Vulnerability Assessment of Urban Areas: An Operational Application.
Remote Sens. 2016, 8, 146. doi:10.3390/rs8020146

4. Costanzo, A., Ebolese, D., Falcone, S., Piana, C. L., Ruffolo, S. A., Russa, M. F. L., & MUSACCHIO,
M. (2017). Hyperspectral Survey Method to Detect the Titanium Dioxide Percentage in the
Coatings Applied to the Cultural Heritage. In Multidisciplinary Digital Publishing Institute
Proceedings (Vol. 2, No. 3, p. 120).

5. Costanzo, A.; Falcone, S.; Bisignano, R.; Straface, M.; Ritacco, G.; Piana, C.L.; MUSACCHIO, M.;
Calimeri, F. A Smartphone Application for Supporting the Data Collection and Analysis of the
Cultural Heritage Damaged during Natural Disasters. Proceedings 2018, 2, 121.)
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Sang-Yun Lee
Sang-Yun Lee received Ph.D. in Electronics and Telecommunications Engineering at the
University of Hanyang (Rep. of Korea).

He has been developing technologies in the fields of Broadcasting Communication, System
Software, Embedded Software, Artificial Intelligence, and etc. His main research interests have
been in Computational Sciences.

He is now involved in developing a technique to prevent crime by analyzing crime-related data
and predicting the occurrence of crime in advance. He also leads several projects including
disaster management for cultural heritage.

He acts as an editor of the Study Group 16 (SG16) in the ITU-T and has been developing
international standards. He is an international standards expert at TTA and a member of the Korean
ITU-T Research Committee. He has been carrying out more than 10 government-funded projects.

He is author of more than 70 scientific papers and has registered more than 10 patents.

The cultural property monitoring system, which has been established in Korea for the past
several years, is mainly focused on security management in case of fire along with the field of
crime prevention. However, in addition to disaster situations, large and small displacements may
occur in cultural properties due to redevelopment and various repair works in the surrounding
area. It was one of the main tasks of cultural property managers to directly measure and check
the amount of displacement on site.

With the advancement of technology, various IoT-based sensor systems have been developed.
Therefore, the possibility of developing a next-generation IoT monitoring system that can be
used as a warning and reference data when a dangerous situation is detected by collecting
information continuously and constantly on the slope and crack progress of each cultural
property was presented.

What we will look at is the IoT monitoring system for cultural properties that has been widely
deployed in Gangwon-do over the four years from 2017 to 2020. This application project
resulted in a 24-hour monitoring by attaching low-power IoT sensors to various architectural
cultural properties. In the case of sensor installation, wooden buildings are attached to the top of
the column to monitor the inclination of the column, and additionally, the distance between each
member or the progression distance of the crack area is measured together to measure the
degree of safety. As environmental data, temperature/humidity and vibration sensors are installed
together. LoRa technology was used for wireless communication. The current displacement status
was wirelessly transmitted in real time and converted into a database. Data is displayed in real time
through GIS-based user interface (UI) and various visualization techniques.

As a result of operating this system, it was possible to confirm various displacement situations
occurring in various cultural properties. In the case of an earthquake, strong winds, and the
characteristics of wood affected by humidity and temperature, analysis results are presented
based on graphs.

Case study on deployment of IoT monitoring system for cultural assets in Korea

1. Sang-Yun L., Kyung Sub C., Yong-Tae L., and Byungjun B., “Design and Implementation of
Disaster Information Announcing Emulator Based on UHD Broadcasting”, Proceedings of the
2019 International Conference on Scientific computing (CSC'19), pp. 141-144, 2019.

2. Sang-Yun L., Kyung Sub C., Yong-Tae L., and Byungjun B., “Disaster Information Announcing
Emulator Based on CAP”, 2019 Information and Control Symposium, pp. 153-154, 2019.
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syllee@etri.re.kr
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1ST INTERNATIONAL 
SYMPOSIUM ON 
CULTURAL HERITAGE 
PRESERVATION & 
RESTORATION USING 
ADVANCED ICT 
TECHNOLOGY 

23-09-2020

THE RECONSTRUCTION OF A 
LIVING CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT 

AFTER A DISASTER: BRIDGING 
THE PHYSICAL AND DIGITAL 

DIMENSION

Serena Tagliacozzo, PhD
Research Fellow and Evaluation Specialist

National Research Council of Italy – Institute for Research on Population and Social 
Policies

About CNR

The National Research Council (Cnr) is 
the largest public research institution in 
Italy, the only one under the Research 
Ministry performing multidisciplinary 
research activities.
Founded on 18 November 1923, Cnr’s
mission is to perform research in its
own Institutes, to promote innovation
and competitiveness of the national
research system.

This human capital comprises 
more than 8.000 employees, of 
whom more than half are 
researchers and technologists. 

Some 4.000 young researchers 
are engaged in postgraduate 
studies and research training at 
Cnr within the organization’s top-
priority areas of interest. 
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Research
Departments
And Institutes

IRPPS-
Institute for 
Research on 
Population 
and Social 
Policies

The  CNR  Institute for Research on Population and 
Social Policies, IRPPS, is an  Interdisciplinary  
Research Institute  that  conducts  studies  on  
demographic  and  migration  issues,  welfare  
systems  and  social  policies, on policies  regarding  
science,  technology  and  higher  education,  
evaluation,  on  the  relations  between  science  and 
society, as well as on the creation of, access to and 
dissemination of knowledge and information 
technology. 

Areas of expertise:
� Gender equality
� Migration
� Evaluation of Social Policies
� Analysis of public health data
� Big data and social simulation
� Disaster management/disaster risk reduction
� Social media analysis for emergency management
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The strenght
of CNR – a 
huge family 
with wide-
ranging
research
interests!

IBAM – Institute for Archeological and Monumental Heritage
1) Cities, settlements and territory:
instruments, methodologies and techniques for the understanding, protection and fruition of settlements and landscapes 
(archaeological cartography, interpretation and reconstruction of ancient landscapes through historic photographs, satellite imagery, 
use of GIS and Web-GIS platforms for the management of data).
2) Artefacts and material culture:
processes of study, analysis and interpretation of artefacts, images and contexts. Archaeology of production, archaeology of 
consumption, cognitive archaeology.
3) Diagnostics and conservation:
approaches to study, diagnostic techniques and instrumentation, seen as preparations and preconditions to successive steps which
should determine critical decisions with regard to restoration, degradation and collapse, and in general to the broad discourse of 
‘conservation science’.
4) Communication, presentation and exploitation:
instruments and methodologies for a new perception and experience of archaeological and monumental heritage, using the most up-
to-date techniques of digitization, virtual reconstruction, enhanced reality, computer animation, immersive photography etc.
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Recovery 
process: a 
long process
characterised
by sharp
tensions and 
conflicts VS

Centralisation

Long-lasting procedures

Tendency to reconstruct in 
the same area and 
preserve the pre-existing
built environment

Devolution

Public pressures to 
recover fast

Need to reduce 
vulnerabilities and build 
back better

The Dynamics of 
Placeness in Post-
Disaster
Reconstruction

WHY IS THE CONCEPT OF PLACE SO IMPORTANT?

� People attach a set of beliefs, memories, emotions, values, symbols and 
behaviours to the spatial  settings they inhabit

� The meaning of the spatial setting is dependent on the system of social, 
cultural and political values each person is immersed in 

� “Home” and “community are two related concepts. The concept of 
“home” can be extended also to familiar landscapes.

� It is the experience that one makes in a place that makes it meaningful. 
Place symbolises social bonds.
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The Effects Of 
The Disruption 
of the Physical
Environment

The disruption of the familiar landscapes and forced relocation 
have relevant consequences on the:

Psychological level:
• Placelessness (Zetter & Boano, 2008)
• Disorientation (Cox & Perry, 2011)
• Threat to personal identity
• Solastalgia (Albrecht, 2006)

Social level:
• Difficulty in maintaining social networks

Economic level:
• Loss of livelihoods

Symbolic level:
• Changes of the cultural, social and historical meanings 

attached to places

The third actor: 
Information and 
Communication
Technologies, 
namely the 
physical, social 
and digital
environment

Urban informatics is the study, design, and practice of urban 
experiences across different urban contexts that are created by new 

opportunities of real-time, ubiquitous technology and the 
augmentation that mediates the physical and digital layers of people 

networks and urban infrastructures. (Foth et al., 2011)

The space-
square de la 
Concorde

The placeThe hybrid
digitally

mediated space

?
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Social Media 
as a Third 
Place

After all, if the physical infrastructure [of a place] cannot withstand such catastrophes, how can 
the social infrastructure that also gives them shape? (Elliot and Pais, 2006, 295 as cited in Miller 

and Rivera, 2010)

Case study in L’Aquila (Tagliacozzo and Arcidiacono, 2015):

"In L'Aquila, it is difficult to meet because there isn't the square anymore, there 
isn't the corner anymore, there isn't the column of the porch where you .. " (V., 
personal communication) 

"There are no meeting places anymore...before, we were saying, "see you in 
the square"...you went out and you knew that you could meet friends in the 
square or in the main road..."(F, personal communication)

Recent studies demonstrate that people use social media to maintain their 
social bonds and overcome the challenges caused by the disruption of the 
physical infrastructure after disasters and conflicts.

RESULTS
• People turned to digital environments as places of socialization 

because physical meeting points in the city were no longer accessible 
• Social media became a medium to organise offline meetings

Physical, 
social and 
cultural 
places

�Tangible patterns and structures can be reproduced in digital environments

�Social patterns can partially be reproduced in the digital environments
although there are several limitations (lack of social cues and physical
contact)

�Can experience and memory attached to the place (the so-called genius 
loci) be reproduced in digital interfaces? Can digital interfaces re-create 
living and liveable cultural places?

Virtual St. George’s is an interactive 3D model 
of St. George’s, Bermuda—the oldest living town 
in English America and a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site (…)These models brings history 
to life for humanists studying slavery, gender, 
trade, maritime culture, and architecture, and 
for the modern town’s half-million annual 
visitors. The project teaches history, computer, 
and digital media studies students to digitally 
model an historic town and its residents using a 
variety of software.
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VGI: digital 
and mental 
maps

Volunteered Geographic 
Information are 
geographic data 
created, assembled and 
disseminated by non-
expert volunteers. This 
new phenomenon has 
been enabled by 
ubiquitous technology

Three layers in the construction of digital 
maps

� What places really are (physical 
features)

� What people think these places are 
(sense of place affects our perception 
of the physical features)

� What people remember about how 
these places used to be before the 
disaster (new mental maps).

How old and 
new cultural 
artifacts 
combine in the 
post-disaster 
reconstruction?

Cultural resilience through cultural heritage
“The capacity to deal with transformation and even loss of specific 

manifestations of cultural heritage can help people adapt to new 
circumstances and absorb adversity in their own lives too. With this in 
mind, maybe cultural heritage conservation ought not to celebrate so much 

the inherent values and timeless qualities of the remains of the past 
bequeathed to us. Instead this cultural heritage might facilitate our 

capability of adapting those legacies of the past to changing 
circumstances today and in the future: not as reminders of tribal 
belongings from time immemorial but as inspirations for the need to 

embrace uncertainty and the human potential to keep developing over time 
(Holtorf, 2018, p.648).

CAN DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES SUPPORT CULTURAL RESILIENCE?
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SERENA TAGLIACOZZO Ph.D
Dr Serena Tagliacozzo is a Research Fellow and Evaluation Specialist at the National Research
Council (CNR) of Italy, where she is active in designing and implementing projects on research
evaluation, migration and gender equality. During her time at CNR, she has also worked as
Crisis Management policy consultant for the major Italian company in the aerospace and
defence sector. In this role, she has supported the development of the internal policies of the
Business Continuity and Resilience Unit. Furthermore, she has collaborated as External Expert
Advisor to the Driver+ project within the Volunteer Management Task Group of the International
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent. She currently acts as advisor of the UNDRR’s Global
Risk Assessment Framework within the Risk Communication working group.

Before joining the CNR, Serena gained relevant experience in the disaster risk management
field through work in diverse settings, including private businesses, NGOs and policymaking
institutions. In particular, she undertook a traineeship at the Joint Research Centre in Ispra (Italy)
where she gained first-hand insights into the daily work and operational needs of the Peace and
Stability team in support of the European External Action Service (EEAS). She holds a Ph.D. in
Disaster Risk Reduction from University College London (UK) and a Master and Bachelor
Degrees in Psychology from University of Naples Federico II (Italy). She has presented in
several international conferences and published peer-reviewed papers in leading journals.

Slow and rapid onset disasters can produce dramatic changes in the way in which physical
spaces and social/cultural places are experienced in one’s daily life. The physical features of the
environment are sometimes irremediably altered and so it is for the social relationships that
occurred in those spaces and the collective and cultural memory attached to them. This is
particularly true when historical centres or major cultural artifacts are impacted. On the other
hand, digital interfaces and the digital places created through ICTs seem to withstand in the face
of this destruction.

The presentation offers some reflections and research ideas on the role of physical and digital
places in the wake of disasters. It dwells on the concept of “sense of place” or genius loci and
on the possibility to reproduce this important cognitive and social construct in digital
environments. Above all, the presentation highlights how disasters push to re-consider the role
of information and communication technologies in the dialectic between space (intended as
physical features) and place (intended as physical features loaded with social and cultural
meanings). Should ICTs help to preserve or restore the physical environment as it was? Or
rather are the social and cultural meanings of the cultural heritage that need to be preserved?

THE RECONSTRUCTION OF A LIVING CULTURAL 

ENVIRONMENT AFTER A DISASTER: BRIDGING DIGITAL AD PHYSICAL

1. Alexander, D. and Tagliacozzo, S. (2019). Social aspects of early recovery after the Amatrice
earthquake of August 2016. In: D’Ayala, D (eds). EEFIT Mission Report: The Amatrice Italy
earthquake of August 2016, pp. 183-193

2. Halkia, M., Louvrier, C., Caravaggi, I., Tagliacozzo, S., Urrutia, M. and De Girolamo, L. (2018).
Global Crisis Atlas: mapping for situational awareness. JRC technical report.

3. Tagliacozzo, S. (2018). Government Agency Communication during Postdisaster Reconstruction:
Insights from the Christchurch Earthquake Recovery. Natural Hazards Review. 19(2)

4. Tagliacozzo, S. & Magni, M. (2017). Government to Citizen (G2C) Communication and Social
Media Use during Post Disaster Reconstruction. Environmental Hazards, 17 (1)

5. Tagliacozzo, S. (2017). Digital government for better disaster risk governance? Added value and
challenges. Policy brief. DRR Special edition of the UN Youth Science-Policy Interface
Publication
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6. Tagliacozzo, S. & Arcidiacono, C. (2016). Social media as participatory tools in post-disaster
reconstruction: re-negotiating power relationships and achieving self-empowerment.
InternationalJournal of Mass Emergencies and Disasters. 34(2), 317-340

7. Tagliacozzo, S. & Magni, M. (2016). Communicating with communities during post-disaster 
reconstruction: an initial analysis. Natural Hazards, 84(3), 2225–2242 
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11069-016-2550-3 

8. Tagliacozzo, S. & Arcidiacono, C. (2015). Do ICTs help to maintain social capital in the disaster
recovery phase? A case study of L’Aquila earthquake. Journal of Community Informatics, 11(1)

Serena Tagliacozzo
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Italian National Research Council
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